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Invariance of the Godbillon-Vey class by C1-di¤eomorphisms for
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Abstract. G. Raby proved in [4] that the Godbillon-Vey invariant for codimension-one

foliations is invariant by C 1-di¤eomorphisms. In this paper we generalize the result for

foliations of arbitrary codimension.

Introduction

Let ðM1;F1Þ and ðM2;F2Þ be closed foliated manifolds of codimension q. We

assume the manifolds and the foliations are of class Cy and oriented. Let GVðF1Þ and

GVðF2Þ denote the Godbillon-Vey class of ðM1;F1Þ and ðM2;F2Þ, respectively. Let j

be a C 1 di¤eomorphism from M1 to M2 which maps F1 to F2. Then we have the

following theorem.

Theorem (Raby [4]). Suppose that q ¼ 1. It then follows j
�ðGVðF2ÞÞ ¼ GVðF1Þ.

In this paper we generalize his result to foliations of higher codimension.

1. Preliminaries.

In this section we review basic results about currents and forms after de Rham

[5]. We put n ¼ dimM1 ¼ dimM2. The space of p-dimensional currents are the dual

of the space of p-forms of class Cy. If T is a current of dimension p, we say T is of

degree ðnÿ pÞ or T is a p-current.

Let T be a p-current and h a p-form of class Cy, then we denote by hT ; hi the

natural pairing.

Let o be an integrable p-form, then o defines a ðnÿ pÞ-current To by

hTo; hi ¼

ð
M1

o5 h;

where h is an ðnÿ pÞ-form. We denote the current To by ½o�.

Let T be a p-current and o is a q-form of class Cy, then we denote by T 5o the

ðpÿ qÞ-current defined by
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hT 5o; hi ¼ hT ;o5 hi:

We define a ðpÿ qÞ-current o5T by the formula o5T ¼ ðÿ1ÞpqT 5o.

Let T be a p-current on M1 and f be a Cy map from M1 to M2, then we denote by

f�T the p-current on M2 defined by

h f�T ; hi ¼ hT ; f �hi:

Finally for a p-current T we denote by dT the ðpÿ 1Þ-current defined by

hdT ; hi ¼ hT ; ðÿ1Þnÿpþ1
dhi:

See [5] or [6] for the details of the nature of currents.

2. The invariance of the Godbillon-Vey class.

In this section we show the following.

Theorem. Let ðM1;F1Þ and ðM2;F2Þ be closed foliated manifolds of codimension

q. We assume that the manifolds and the foliations are of class Cy and oriented.

Suppose that j is a C1-di¤eomorphism from M1 to M2 which maps F1 to F2. Then

j�ðGVðF2ÞÞ ¼ GVðF1Þ.

Now we recall the definition of the Godbillon-Vey class GV. By the assumption

F1 is transversely oriented. Then we have a Cy transverse volume form W1 of

ðM1;F1Þ. Due to the integrability of the subbundle TF1 of TM1, there is a smooth 1-

form a1 satisfying

dW1 ¼ W1 5 a1:

The Godbillon-Vey class is then defined to be the cohomology class of H �ðMÞ given by

the form a1 5 ðda1Þ
q.

Similarly we choose a Cy transverse volume form W2 of ðM2;F2Þ and define a2. It

su‰ces to show that two forms j�ða2 5 ðda2Þ
qÞ and a1 5 ðda1Þ

q defines the same

ðnÿ ð2qþ 1ÞÞ-current modulo boundaries. For simplicity we assume that j preserves

the orientations of the manifolds and foliations.

First we begin with the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.1 (Raby [4], Lemme i)). Let o be a p-form of class Cy on M2, then we

have

d½j�o� ¼ ½j�ðdoÞ�:

Proof. We approximate c ¼ jÿ1 by Cy maps in the C1-topology and then see

that

dðc�½o�Þ ¼ c�½do�:

See Federer [1] and de Rham [5] for details.

On the other hand we have for any Cy form h

j�c�½h� ¼ ½h� and j�½j
�h� ¼ ½h�:

Hence ½j�h� ¼ c�½h�. It follows that

d½j�o� ¼ dc�½o� ¼ c�½do� ¼ ½j�ðdoÞ�: r
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Since j maps F1 to F2 and preserves the orientation,

j�W2 ¼ eh �W1;

where h is a certain continuous function.

Lemma 2.2 (see Raby [4], Lemme ii)).

i) The function h is leafwise of class C1.

ii) Let y be a continuous ðqþ 1Þ-form which satisfies

d½eh�5W1 ¼ ½ehy�;

then we have

d½h�5W1 ¼ ½y�:

Proof. It su‰ces to show the equation locally. So we choose a foliated chart

Ui GR
p � R

q, where

F1jUi
G fRp � fyg; y A R

qg:

We denote points of Ui by ðx; yÞ ¼ ðx1; . . . ; xp; y1; . . . ; yqÞ. Then we may assume

W1 ¼ aðx; yÞ dy1 5 � � � 5 dyq;

where a is a Cy function.

The assumption shows that

y ¼
X

p

i¼1

biðx; yÞ dxi

 !

5 dy1 5 � � � 5 dyq;

where bi are continuous functions. It follows that

q½eh�

qxi
� a ¼ ½eh � bi�:

Here the term q½eh�=qxi is defined by taking the distributional derivative of the con-

tinuous function eh regarded as a function of xi. Therefore the function eh is a C0

function with distributional C0 derivative with respect to x. Hence eh is of class C1

with respect to x.

Consequently h is also of class C1 with respect to x, and the equation

qh

qxi
� a ¼ bi:

holds. It follows that

d½h�5W1 ¼
X

p

i¼1

qh

qxi
dxi

 !

5W1

" #

¼ ½y �: r
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We have

d½j�W2� ¼ ½j�ðdW2Þ�

¼ ½j�ðW2 5 a2Þ�

¼ ½ehW1 5 j�a2�:

The left hand side is equal to

d½ehW1� ¼ d½eh�5W1 þ ½ehW1 5 a1�:

It follows that

d½eh�5W1 ¼ ½ehðW1 5 j�a2 ÿW1 5 a1Þ�:

Hence by ii) of Lemma 2.2,

d½h�5W1 ¼ ½W1 5 j�a2 ÿW1 5 a1�:

Consequently we have

ðj�a2 ÿ a1 þ ðÿ1Þqþ1
d½h�Þ5W1 ¼ 0:

Now we put l ¼ j�a2 ÿ a1, then l is a continuous 1-form and

ðlþ ðÿ1Þqþ1
d½h�Þ5W1 ¼ 0:

The derivative d½l� of l is represented by a continuous 2-form. In fact, if we put

ql ¼ j�ðda2Þ ÿ da1 then by virtue of Lemma 2.1

d½l� ¼ d½j�a2 ÿ a1�

¼ ½j�ðda2Þ ÿ da1�

¼ ½ql�:

Note that d½ql� ¼ 0 by definition.

Now we have an equality of currents as follows, namely,

j�ða2 5 ðda2Þ
qÞ

¼ ða1 þ lÞ5 ðda1 þ qlÞq

¼ a1 5 ðda1Þ
q þ

X

q

j¼1

q

j

 !

a1 5 ðda1Þ
qÿj

5 ðqlÞ j þ l5 ðda1 þ qlÞq

¼ a1 5 ðda1Þ
q ÿ d

X

q

j¼1

q

j

 !

a1 5 ðda1Þ
qÿj

5 ðqlÞ jÿ1
5 l

 !

þ
X

q

j¼1

q

j

 !

ðda1Þ
qÿjþ1

5 ðqlÞ jÿ1
5 lþ l5 ðda1 þ qlÞq:
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Recall that

ðlþ ðÿ1Þqþ1
d½h�Þ5W1 ¼ 0

and h is leafwise of class C1. Hence if we put

l ¼ ðÿ1Þq
Xp

i¼1

fidxi þ
Xq

j¼1

gjdyj;

where fi and gj are continuous functions, then locally we have

fi ¼
qh

qxi
:

Now we put

dxh ¼
Xp

i¼1

qh

qxi
dxi:

Note that the operator dx can be defined globally as the exterior di¤erentiation along the

leaves.

Now we have the following lemma:

Lemma 2.3 (see Raby [4], Lemme iii)). Let o be a continuous form such that d½o� is

defined by a continuous form of transverse degree q, i.e., of the form m5W1, where m is a

continuous form. Then we have

d½h � d½o�� ¼ ðÿ1Þql5 d½o�:

Proof. We work on a foliated chart Ui GR
p � R

q.

From the assumption and the above remark it follows that

l5 d½o� ¼ ðÿ1Þqdxh5 d½o�:

Thus it su‰ces to show that

d½h � d½o�� ¼ dxh5 d½o�:

This equation is obvious when h is of class Cy. In general we choose a sequence

hn of Cy functions such that hn and qhn=qxi converge to h and qh=qxi in the C0-

topology, respectively. Then it is easy to see d½hn � d½o�� and dxhn converge to d½h � d½o��

and dxh in the space of currents, respectively. r

Now we apply the above lemma to the continuous forms a1 5 ðda1Þ
qÿj

5 ðqlÞ jÿ1

and ða1 þ lÞ5 ðda1 þ qlÞqÿ1. It su‰ces to see that the di¤erential of these forms are of

transverse degree not less than q. We have

dW1 ¼ W1 5 a1:

It follows that W1 5 da1 ¼ 0. Similarly

W2 5 da2 ¼ 0
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and hence

ehW1 5 j�ðda2Þ ¼ 0:

Noticing that d½l� is represented by the form j�ðda2Þ ÿ da1, we see that

W1 5 d½l� ¼ ½W1 5 ql� ¼ 0:

These equalities show that the continuous forms ðtda1 þ sqlÞq are of transverse degree q

for arbitrary real numbers t and s.

It follows that

ðda1Þ
qÿjþ1

5 ðqlÞ jÿ1
5 l ¼ ðÿ1Þqd½ðda1Þ

qÿjþ1
5 ðqlÞ jÿ1 � h�;

and

l5 ðda1 þ qlÞq ¼ ðÿ1Þqd½h � ðda1 þ qlÞq�:

Notice here that

d½ðda1 þ qlÞqÿ1
5 ða1 þ lÞ�

¼ d½j�ðda2Þ
qÿ1

5 j�a2�

¼ d½j�ððda2Þ
qÿ1

5 a2Þ�

¼ ½j�ðda2Þ
q�

¼ ½ðda1 þ qlÞq�:

Consequently the two continuous forms j�ða2 5 ðda2Þ
qÞ and a1 5 ðda1Þ

q define the

same class as a current modulo boundaries. Namely we have j�ðGVðF2ÞÞ ¼ GVðF1Þ.

r

Remark 2.4. Quite recently, H. Moriyoshi has obtained the same result by a

di¤erent approach [3].

Finally the author would express his gratitude to the referee for his helpful

comments.
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